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Introduction

This is the oﬃcial Major League Hacking
(MLH) Style Guide! Here you will ﬁnd all the
requirements and proper uses of the
oﬃcial brand and logo.
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logo
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Oﬃcial Logo
The logo below is the oﬃcial Design Mark of Major League Hacking (MLH). The Oﬃcial Logo should be used to refer to MLH as
an organization, but use of the mark in reference a season or event should use the oﬃcial League Logo, which may include a
ﬂagship partner lockup as well.
For example, a wikipedia page about MLH should use the oﬃcial logo, but listing MLH as a partner on your event website in New
York should use the League Logo for North America

Characteristics
Font
The typeface of our logo is ‘Outage’. We use
the Regular style of the font.

Text Based Representation
When referring to the brand using text, you
should write it as “Major League Hacking
(MLH)” the ﬁrst time it appears on a page and
refer to it as “MLH” after that.

Background Color
The full-color, original logo must be applied
to a white background to maintain contrast.
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League Logos
Major League Hacking (MLH) has two oﬃcial leagues - North America and Europe. Each league may have a ﬂagship partner
whose logo(s) appear locked up with the MLH logo. The lockup should be used in all print and digital uses of the logo. Digital
logos should link to the appropriate season or our home page.
For example, if you are using the MLH logo on your event website in New York, you should use the MLH North America lockup
and link it to the Season Schedule.

POWERED BY Flagship Sponsor Goes Here

Examples
These are past league logos used in North America.

North America & Europe
Flagship partner logos are paired with both regions.
This is the base structure for the lockup.
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Logo Alterations
Do not:
Add Eﬀects to the Logo
Change Logo Orientation
Dropshadows

Rotation

Resizing

Outline Stroke

Background Color

Logo Color

Adjust Size and Ratio
Add Outline Strokes

Place Logo on the Wrong Background

Alter the Logo in Any Way
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Sub-Brand Logo
There are many sub-brands and products that fall under the Major League Hacking (MLH) umbrella. We use sub-brand logos to
express that relationship. Sub-brands may either be pure text or have their own logo.

Characteristics
Font
If the sub brand does not have its own logo,
the font to the right should be the Open Sans
typeface and in the ‘Regular’ style. The font
color is our web & print standard (Dark Grey).

Text Based Representation
When referencing the sub brand using text,
you should write it as “MLH [Brand Name]”.
For example, the hardware lab should be
written as “MLH Hardware Lab”.

Background Color
The full-color, original logo must be applied
to a white background to maintain contrast.
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Splitting the Lockup
It’s important to make sure that our ﬂagship sponsors and presenting partners are visible across all types of products.
Application of both types must follow sponsor and partner branding guidelines.

Flagship Sponsor
There are some instances where the regional ﬂagship logo may need
to be included on sub-brand properties (like FPEs or software
products). The most likely scenario for this is an FPE that is related to
the league. For example, MLH Prime: Spring Finale 2016 is the ﬁnale
event for the League’s Spring Season and is in North America, where
Dell | Windows is our ﬂagship partner. The ﬂagship logo does not
need to be attached to the sub-brand logo, but it should appear in
reasonable proximity to the event logo. For example, in the header
of an event website or on the sleeve of a t-shirt. This applies to both
print and digital products.

Presenting Partner
The presenting partner is a major player in some of the ﬁrst party
events and we make sure that it’s included in our branding. If an
event has a presenting partner, the presenting partner logo must be
attached to the event’s display logo.
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Flagship Sponsor Goes Here

The Season Emblem
Major League Hacking revolves around strong hacker pride across all regions. While celebrating the various types of creatives,
we reﬂect on the history of legendary innovators that are in the souls of our hackers in the community. The oﬃcial season
branding will be inspired by these elements every annual season. The emblem should only be used on printed items.

Characteristics
Naming Convention
Each Season should be named by “Hackathon Season”
followed by the ending academic year. For example,
“Hackathon Season 2017” refers to the academic year
that starts in August 2016 and ends in June 2017.

Emblem Usage
The seal should only be printed on shirts and stickers.
For shirts, the decal must be on the front with a
minimum width of 7” across the chest. For stickers,
example shown to the right, must be at least 2.5” x 2.5”.

Seal Structure
The structure for stickers will remain in this circular
form with the proper naming at the top and league logo
at the bottom. The league logo be a minimum of 0.7”
wide for ﬂagship visibility. Shirts will explicated design
for creavity and variation and they must include
“Hackathon Season [Year] along with appropriate
regional ﬂagship sponsor.
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Flagship Sponsor Goes Here

sizing
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Aspect Ratio & Clear Space
Sub-Brand Logo
In the Oﬃcial Logo and League Lockup the clear space around the logo
must be 4x the space between ‘MLH’ and ‘Major League Hacking’ texts.
The Sub-Brand Logo requires the same amount of clear space, but use
the space between ‘MLH’ and sub brand name as reference.
The minimum clear space for print is 3mm and the minimum clear space

Oﬃcial Logo

for media/digital is 15px.

Sub-Brand Logo
There is no deﬁned aspect ratio because of
the changes in length of the sub brand
name.

Oﬁcial Logo

League Logo Lockup

3:2 Aspect Ratio

League Logo Lockup
5:3 Aspect Ratio
POWERED BY
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BetaCorp Computer Systems & Co

Minimum Sizes
It’s important to make sure that the text and lockup are legible when using
the Major League Hacking (MLH) logo in both print and media/digital. Below
are the minimum widths of each logo.

Print

Media & Digital

League Logo (Large)
Some printed items that the League Logo (Large) are used for: banners,
posters, back/collars of t-shirts, and cinch bags. Digitally, it is used as
watermarks and logos on partnership sections on hackathon landing pages.

Flagship Sponsor Goes Here

Flagship Sponsor Goes Here

2in

130px

League Logo (Large)

League Logo (Large)

1.75in

110px

Oﬃcial Logo

Oﬃcial Logo

Flagship Sponsor Goes Here

Flagship Sponsor Goes Here

1.5in

90px

Leage Logo (Condensed)

Leage Logo (Condensed)

Minimum Height = 0.5in

Minimum Height = 25px

Sub-Brand Logo

Sub-Brand Logo

Oﬃcial Logo
When the widths of the league lockup decrease the appropriate ﬂagship
lockup must be separated and placed in an adjacent area. This logo is used
on printed items that have placeholder width constraints. It is also used a
navigation icon on our home page.

League Logo (Condensed)
The logo should never be printed below 1.5in without explicit approval. This
logo would be used on smaller items such as cards, stickers, and badges. On
media/digital items, they are used on partnership sections when the widths
fall beneath 90px.

Sub-Brand Logo
Sub-Brand logo widths vary because of the length of the sub-brand name. It
is important to make sure the text is readable when reduced to small sizes.
The minimum height is 25px or 0.5in. On printed items, they are used for
ﬁrst party events such as Hackon IV and MLH Prime.
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Logo Colors
The original Major League Hacking (MLH) logo includes 6 primary colors.

Deep Red

Deep Blue

Deep Yellow

Hex #751b00
Pantone 1815 C
RGB 117,27,0

Hex #162f51
Pantone 2767 C
RGB 22,47,81

Hex #ecc700
Pantone 7406 C
RGB 236,199,0

Soft Red

Soft Blue

Soft Yellow

Hex #c53c02
Pantone 1525 C
RGB 197,60,2

Hex #265a8f
Pantone 647 C
RGB 38,90,143

Hex #fdee00
Pantone 803 C
RGB 253,238,0
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Monochrome Colors
Usage
Black Logo
The black logo is used for print items where only one
color is allowed or production costs are a constraint. It
must be applied to white or light colored backgrounds.

Dark Grey Logo

Black

Dark Grey

Hex #000000
Pantone Black C, 412 U
RGB 0,0,0

Hex #353535
Pantone 447 C
RGB 53,53,53

The charcoal colored logo is suitable for light grey
colored backgrounds. An example shown in the
diagram on the right uses the color #E6E6E6.

White Logo
The white logo must be applied to backgrounds that
use lots of color such as infographics and photographs.
Similar to the black logo, it is also used for production
cost constraints or situations where only one color is
allowed. It must be used on black or dark colored
backgrounds.
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White
Hex #FFFFFF
Pantone 649 U
RGB 255,255,255

Sub-Brand Colors
Usage
The sub brand logo is applied in a few diﬀerent ways. Colors and characteristics are determined by product and graphic design
requirements.

White Logo

Full Original Color

Sub Brand Event Logo

The white logo must be applied to dark

The only place the full color logo can and

The color of the ‘MLH’ will change along

backgrounds. It is also placed on images

should be used is on white background.

with the style of the event branding so that

such as promotional photos for the sub

For example, it is usually applied to a white

the whole sub-brand emblem is in high

brand.

navigation menu on the Hardware Lab

contrast from its complementary

page.

background.
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Color Combinations
Here are some example color combinations that
follow our color guidelines. As long as you follow the
usage rules, you can use your own colors from our
palette.

Usage

Logo #FFFFFF
BG #C53C02

Logo #FFFFFF
BG #265A8F

Logo #ECC700
BG #265A8F

Logo #353535
BG #ECC700

Logo Original
BG #FFFFFF

Logo #353535
BG #E6E6E6

Logo #FFFFFF
BG #353535

Logo #ECC700
BG #353535

Logo #FFFFFF
BG #000000

Complementary Colors
As you can see we’re all about complementary colors or
in other words colors that cancel each other out. In your
choices make sure the logo stands out from the
background.

Adjacent Colors
The only time you can choose colors close to each other
in hue is grayscale. The background must be a lighter
shade in grey and the logo must be darker to
accentuate contrast.
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typography
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Display Font
Outage appears in our logo and we use it as a display font. Remember to
use the ‘Regular’ type font and not ‘Cut’ style (Diﬀerence shown in the
diagram to the right).

Outage
Uppercase

Mlh
Major league hackiNg

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRSTUVWXYZ
Lowercase

abcdefghijklmnop
qrstuvwxyz
Numbers & Characters

Mlh
Major league hackiNg

1234567890!?.,;’”
*Note: Make sure those corners are round and not slanted. This is
very important to our brand identity!
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Web & Print Font
Open Sans

Usage

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo
Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890!?.,;’”

Bold

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp
Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890!?.,;’”

• Headline H1, H3, H4, H5, H6
• Hero Text, Sub-Headline, lower level headlines

Semibold
• Not used on the web
• Only Print

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp
Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890!?.,;’”

Regular

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq
Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890!?.,;’”

Light
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• Body text (p)

• Headline H2, Quotation text (p)
• Section Header, Testimonial pieces

photography
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“

Photographs are the best way for us to share the best moments
of our team and our community at events all around the
world. Our goal is to portray inclusivity, diversity, happiness
and true community spirit in the photographs. We love fun!
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Basic Requirements

Watermark
Event photos must include the oﬃcial
lockup with an opacity of 60% of its ﬁll
color.

Margin
The margin must be at least 4% of the
image width. For example the image to the
right is 1800px wide and the margin
applied from the bottom left corner is
72px (1800px * 0.04 = 72px).

Size
The size of the lockup must be at least 12%
of the image width. With the same image
width stated above, the lockup width is
216px (1800px * 0.12 = 216px).
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1800x1200

Examples
Good Photos
A

B

Bad Photos
C

D

Specs

Details

Specs

Details

Photos A & B have the

We prefer photos that embody

Photo C & D do not use the

While the content captured in

appropriate regional lockup with

our beliefs and showcase our

lockup correctly. Photo C, uses

photos C & D are completely

the correct placement and

sponsor’s product and the MLH

the League Logo which heavily

acceptable and candid, we

opacity.

brand. Photos sould have

decreases the contrast between

prefer photos like A & B because

diverse subjects and lots of

the background and the logo.

of their content.

smiles.

Photo D does not have the
appropriate margin.
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conclusion
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Assets & Exceptions
The Major League Hacking (MLH) brand should not be used for commercial purposes without our explicit approval. We take
pride in the things people buy with our logo on it and want to make sure we have a say in the process.

Assets & Logos
You can download PNG and vector versions of our logos, our sponsors’ logos, and some templates on our branding guidelines
page (https://mlh.io/brand-guidelines). Let us know if there’s something you need that we don’t have there!

Exceptions
Even though this guide stresses consistency, our guidelines are ﬂexible and we encourage our community to get creative with
our emblem. Want to try something that isn’t possible under these rules? Drop us a line and we can discuss it!

We love to see our brand in the wild, share it with us on social media!

https://www.facebook.com/MajorLeagueHacking/
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https://twitter.com/MLHacks

hi@mlh.io

